Content collaboration process for partner
companies.
If you have an idea for an article or a completed piece you believe the #pauto industry will enjoy.
Please follow the process below to share your ideas and experiences in our platform.

Step One
Submit a brief abstract, 100 to 400 words, stating the topic of your article, a brief summary of
the subject matter, its target market, and how it will benefit the readers. Send the abstract via
email to hello@visayasolutions.com
For product reviews please follow the instructions in the dedicated file.

Step Two

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

·

After we have pre-approved the abstract, create the finished article. The final piece should
include:
Complete article in Microsoft Word (No PDFs please!).
Minimum word count 800 words, maximum 2,500 to 3,000.
Avoid unique or esoteric formatting in the text, i.e., columns, boxes, etc. only text is accepted
preferably in times new roman or Arial pt.12 font.
Graphics and photos must be submitted as separate files and not embedded in the text body
Graphics and photos should be JPEGs, 100 dpi or higher (max. 300 dpi) with a minimum pixel
width and height of 800 x 400
All graphics require a caption that is a complete sentence. These needs to be in the Word files
with references to the associated graphics, i.e., see fig 1, see table 1, in chart 3, etc.
The author is required to sing the Framework Agreement on the Transfer of IP Rights document
that will be sent after abstract approval.
The author’s info is required: title, company/organization affiliation, and a brief biography (two-six
sentences max). A contact e-mail and/or phone number for reader contact is optional, but
recommended
The author must have a public user profile in visaya.solutions

Step Three
·
·
·

Send

the final copy with graphics to hello@visayasolutions.com
editorial team will review the article.
As soon as the article reviewed and approved it will be scheduled according to our content
calendar, you’ll receive a notification for the publishing date.
Our

You may see here some examples of some of the articles in https://visaya.solutions
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Article - The 4 types of water flow meters you need to know - Scott Rouse

https://visaya.solutions/article/water-flow-meter-work/

Article - What does pH have to do with Coca-Cola? From Bo Ottersten
https://visaya.solutions/article/ph-of-a-solution/



Article - Offshore and Onshore Flow Metering Systems – Part I Barry Clark
https://visaya.solutions/article/flow-metering-systems-offshore-onshore/
Article - The future is wireless, isn’t it? What #Pauto companies should learn from Apple?
https://visaya.solutions/article/the-future-is-wireless-isnt-it-what-pauto-companies-should-learn-fr
om-apple/
Article - PAM: I have a Ferrari that I’m driving like a Toyota!
https://visaya.solutions/article/pam-ferrari-driving-like-toyota/
Q&A - Internet of things from Diego Mariano - BRA
https://visaya.solutions/qa/internet-of-things-reality-not-iot/
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